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America faces a major shortage of affordable housing. 

Nearly half of all renters are paying 30% of their income 

on rent-or more. And the number of households who 

are renting is near postwar highs. tv1eanwhile, private 

market-focused policies have proven completely 

inadequate for ameliorating this problem. 

In this paper, we shall argue that large-scale munici

pal housing, built and owned by the state, is by far the 

best option for solving the affordability crisis. In PART I, 

we will examine the history and policy failures that 

created the crisis. In PART 11, we will make the case 

for municipal housing. 
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THE AMERICAN POOR AND WORKING CLASS HAVE NEVER BEEN WELL

housed, but the 2008 financial crisis made a bad problem worse. It 

dramatically expanded the population of people seriously burdened 

by the need for shelter. The crash was rooted in the housing mar

ket, and the ensuing tidal wave of foreclosures (see People's Policy 

Project report: Foreclosed) resulted in a drop in the homeownership 

rate of 6 percentage points.' 

IVlost of those people ended up on the rental market. A 2017 

study by f-larvard's Joint Center for Mousing Studies (JCHS) details 

how the population of renters has grown over the last decade to a 

total of about 43 million households. That increase of about 9 mil

lion2 since the financial crisis roughly matches the number of homes 

lost during and after the crisis,3 and the growth in demand drove up 

rents across the country. 

The growth in demand, in tandem with federal government 

stimulus spending,4 eventually sparked a construction boom. After 

an initial collapse to record lows for years after the crisis, residential 

investment increased sharply, led by new rental construction. By 

2015, however, new unit construction had only reached 400,000 per 

year5-this matches unit construction levels in the late 1980s, when 

the population was 25 percent smaller.6 

IVleanwhile, new construction has been heavily concentrated 

in the luxury markets in major metropolitan areas. Where in 2001, 

construction was fairly equally distributed between cheap, mid

range, and luxury rentals, now the luxury market is by far the largest: 

FIGURE 1 ON NEXT PAGE ► 
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Over the last year, the growth in rental households has stopped or 

even reversed-but rent prices are still growing (at 2-4 percent in 

2017, down from 3-6 percent in 20157). And the number of burdened 

renters remains substantially above its pre-crisis level. In 2007, 8 

million households spent 30-50 percent of their income on rent; in 

2017, that number was at 9.8 million. In 2007, 9 million households 

spent 50 percent or more of their income on rent; in 2017, that num

ber was at 11 million. These burdened renters (paying 30 percent of 

their income or more on rent) now account for 47 of all renters.8 

Meanwhile, some people who would have been homeowners in de

cades past now appear leery of incapable of home buying. The share 

of households making over $100,000 and renting has increased from 



12 percent in 2006 to 18 percent in 2016,9 while stagnant or declin

ing wages for many demographics mean a down payment is simply 

out of reach.10 Both developments mean further pressure on rental 

markets. 

Despite the fact that rent pressure remains severe and fu

ture growth prospects for rental construction remain fairly strong, 

the construction boom is already slowing. As the Joint Center for 

1-fousing Studies concludes, "The rental market thus appears to be

settling into a new normal where nearly half of renter households

are cost burdened." That includes many middle and upper-middle

class households: 50 percent of those making $30,000-45,000, and

23 percent of those making $45,000-75,000. 11 

The situation for poor and work

ing-class households, of course, is even worse. 

An Urban Institute study identified 11.8 million 

extremely low-income (ELI) renter house

holds (defined as those making less than 30 

percent of the median income in their area), 

and only enough "adequate, affordable and 

available" housing for 46 percent of them

even when accounting for USDA and Housing 

and Urban Development subsidy programs12 

(see below). 

Naturally, this tends to push people onto the street. Obama 

administration programs for homeless shelters and similar institu

tions precipitated a substantial decline in the number of homeless 

people between 2007 and 2016, but skyrocketing rents are over

whelming those programs in some cities. �rom 2016-17, homeless

ness increased by 0.7 percent overall,13 an increase driven mostly 

by West Coast cities experiencing spectacular rent increases. In 

Los Angeles, for example, rents have increased by roughly a quarter 

since 2010-and the homeless population increased nearly 26 per

cent last year. By itself, the city accounted for well over half of a 9 

percent increase in the national unsheltered homeless population. 

�fforts to remedy the housing shortage and ease the rent 

burden have been pitifully inadequate, both at the city and fed-



eral level. The nation's major program to ease rents is the Section 

8 voucher program administered by �UD, which assists about 2.5

million �LI households by subsidizing a portion of their market-rate 

rents.14 While that is certainly better than nothing, the program only 

covers about 22 percent of the 11.8 million �LI households who are 

eligible. Another 21 percent have been able to find market-rate hous

ing, 2.5 percent are covered under the USDA Section 515 program, 

and the remaining 54 percent are simply left out.15 

Thus, these programs are restricted to �LI households, and 

only help about a quarter of even that small population. They simply 

do not touch the vast majority of people trapped by the affordability 

crisis. What's more, like any open-ended subsidy to private provid

ers, these sorts of rental subsidies can stoke the rental market fur

ther, raising prices overall and exacerbating the affordability crisis. 

-----111t 

MEANWHILE, THE MAJOR STRATEGY TO CREATE MORE AFF ORDABLE UNITS 

is to coax the private market using tax incentives and zoning rules. 

The largest such program is the federal Low-Income Mousing Tax 

Credit (LIHTC), under which some 90 percent16 of new affordable 

housing is built. This gives a tax credit to developers for building 

low-income housing. 

Once again, one of the biggest problems with this program 

is its pitiful size: it only provided about $300 per rent-burdened 

household in 2017, at a total investment of just $8 billion.17 This would 

not be remotely adequate to make a serious difference in the size of 

the housing stock even if the program were exceptionally efficient. 

But it isn't efficient, either: on the contrary, research suggests18 that 

at least some of the new housing created under the tax credit would 

have been created anyway. Crime also undermines the program's ef

ficiency: a f=rontline investigation discovered substantial corruption 

in the LIHTC process, helping to account for the fact that while the 

cost of the credit has increased by 66 percent from 1997-2014 the 

number of units created under the credit has actually fallen from 

over 70,000 per year to less than 60,000.19 



Moreover, because subsidized units are often placed in poor 

neighborhoods to avoid political resistance, they tend to increase 

segregation and concentrate poverty.20 The program also amplifies 

segregation in the other direction, according to a study from the 

Institute on Metropolitan Opportunity,21 which found that subsidized 

units occupied by white people (often designated especially for art

ists) tended to be placed in white neighborhoods. 

!=inally, the affordability requirements under Lll-nC generally 

lapse after either 15 or 30 years. And the 2077 Republican tax bill 

also dented the usefulness of the credit (see below). 

THE SECOND PRONG OF THIS HOUSING STRATEGY IS "INCLUSIONARY ZONING," 

which mandates that new residential projects include some fraction 

of affordable units. There are a huge variety of approaches under 

this umbrella, but once again they are plagued by problems of scale 

and efficiency. 

Some cities have tried a smaller ver-

sion of the federal approach-most impor

tantly New York City, which has a similar tax 

credit costing the city $7.4 billion in 2016.22 The 

program has created some new housing, but 

some developers have also gamed the system 

by forcing tenants out of existing affordable 

units, destroying those buildings, and then 

collecting city tax money to build a new party 

high-end development. This is a waste of 

money and a waste of space: the luxury units 

private developers naturally include in their 

inclusionary projects tend to be much larger 

than affordable or mid-range units, meaning 

less housing per unit of land overall. 

�fficiency problems aside, none of these programs are re

motely big enough to match the scale of demand. !=or example, a 



Brooklyn development that was 80 percent affordable-a far greater 

fraction than the usual scheme23-had over 87,000 applications for 

its 200 affordable units.24 Between 2013 and October 2017, the 

NYC government financed a mere 78,000 units.25 And the vast 

majority of those units weren't new construction; they were existing 

units maintained at an affordable rate rather than lapsing into the 

upscale market . 

Another strategy is rent control, which has been adopted 

in various forms in many cities. With "hard" rent control, the rate 

of rent increase is restricted based on a formula (typically tied to 

inflation), regardless of occupancy. With more common "weak" rent 

control, increase is restricted during a period of continuous occu

pancy, but when the tenant leaves, rent can be reset, typically at the 

then-prevailing market rate.26 

Rent control is a reasonable policy for allowing people to re

main in their homes and preserve existing affordable units, especial

ly in the face of a spike in demand.27 1-lowever, it does little to enable 

the construction of new units; and stronger forms may actually 

impede new private construction when they cut into potential profits. 

Many liberals and libertarians argue these sorts of housing 

regulations are actually a major culprit behind the affordable hous

ing crisis.28 In traditional economic models, if there is a spike in 

demand but restrictions on supply-in the form of a slow permitting 

process, low-density zoning requirements mandating single-family 

homes, parking requirements, setbacks, rent control, and so forth

then the price will increase. Therefore cities should deregulate their 

housing markets and enjoy cheaper rents. 

There are many problems with this argument, however. i=irst, 

"deregulation" is a questionable concept in general as all econom

ic activities of any kind, market ones included, are fundamentally 

backstopped by the state. American zoning restrictions are often 

ludicrously anti-density and pro-automobile,29 but that could easily 

be ameliorated by changing the zoning rules rather than removing 

them altogether. 

Second, even in a best-case scenario it's not at all clear that 

removing restrictions on private market activity will lead to a more 



affordable neighborhood. If a desirable neighborhood is removed 

from all market controls, builders will naturally build new luxury 

units due to greater profits and the simple fad that new buildings 

command higher rents, as seen above. Construction takes a long 

time and buildings last even longer-even if market processes do 

work, it could take decades for such units to "filter" down to lower 

market segments.3° 

Private market construction is also self-limiting: it puts down

ward pressure on rents, which reduces expected future profits. 

Indeed, that appears to be precisely what has happened in the 

rental construction market over the past year, long before all poten

tial profitable buildings have been built. (Whether private real estate 

investors are consciously colluding or not, it is clear that private real 

estate investors are quite happy with very tight rental markets and a 

steady stream of easy profits.) 

In practice, a simple "deregulatory" agenda can easily cre-

ate a worst of all worlds scenario that simply replaces affordable 

neighborhoods with expensive ones, pushing poor and working class 

families into far-flung exurbs or older houses built with hazardous 

materials. Owners of new high-end housing will naturally resist new 

affordable construction that might cut prices and lower their wealth 

(very often fueled by racist resentment of disproportionately-minori

ty rental households"), as will owners of luxury businesses attracted 

by new development. Indeed, they will push for any new building to 

be similarly high-end, so as to keep property values up. And wealthy 

people living in a neighborhood naturally have far more political in

fluence than low-income people who might someday move into that 

neighborhood, making it relatively easy to block new development 

once the whole area has been re-developed. 

In other words, a neighborhood that is "deregulated" from 

explicit zoning and rent control can quickly become re-regulated by 

influential private residents. It is one major method by which neigh

borhoods become locked in a high-rent, no-change equilibrium-that 

is, gentrification. Several neighborhoods in New York City selected 

by then-Mayor Michael Bloomberg for deregulation, notably former 

industrial neighborhoods in Greenpoint and Williamsburg, have ex-



perienced precisely this process.32 

It's also worth noting that in many high-end cities, foreigners 

who are using real estate as a sort of safe deposit box-many of 

them almost certainly criminals laundering money33-make up a sub

stantial portion of the people buying housing. The American Com

munity Survey conducted by the Census Bureau found that certain 

tony neighborhoods in tvlanhattan were over 50 percent vacant 

at least 10 months a year.34 That adds pressure on rents by further 

restricting supply. 

�---�------It-------------

l=INALLV, THE LAST PRONG IN THE US MOUSING STRATEGY IS PUBLIC MOUSING. 

This is no longer a major priority for any city, but there are many 

legacy buildings still housing over 2 million people.35 Despite over 40 

years of disinvestment-the nationwide backlog of maintenance in 

such projects amounts to over $26 billion36 as of 2010-

public housing is virtually the only available housing for poor people 

in many cities. 

1-lowever, the American approach to public housing is also 

inadequate and has severe negative side effects. Two million units is 

simply not very many in a nation of over 320 million people. Where 

they do exist, means-testing units to only poor people means that 

rents will be very low, thus placing a large budgetary burden on 

cities and the federal government. As a result, even with strict qual

ifications and vast spending, there are not, in many cities, nearly 

enough units to house even the officially poor population. In Wash

ington DC, for example, the waiting list for the meager 8,000 public 

units was closed to new applicants in 2013 when the total number 

waiting reached 70,000.37 

Worse still, poor-only public housing concentrates poverty in 

particular locations-directly creating38 one of the worst social ills in 

American cities.39 Concentrated poverty is associated with higher 

crime, racial segregation, poor educational outcomes, drug abuse, 

gang violence, and a host of other problems. 

f=inally, the expense and poor reputation of public housing 



have fueled efforts to get rid of public housing altogether. The HOPE 

IV program helps demolish severely dilapidated units and replaces 

them with mixed-income lower-density ones,4° while the Rental As

sistance Demonstration (RAD) program sells them to private devel

opers outright.41 As a result, the number of public units has eroded 

steadily over time, falling by 60,000 between 2006 and 2016.42 

Despite the terrific demand for public housing, and the fact 

that those units continue to provide functional shelter for many 

people, it is no coincidence that "the projects" are a notorious place 

in most cities where they exist. Applicants are driven by economic 

desperation, not a desire to live in run-down apartments in danger

ous neighborhoods. 

So all the existing policy approaches to fix the housing crisis 

have failed the American people. What should be done? 
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THERE IS A PRESSING MEED FOR POLICYMAKERS TO CONSIDER 

new approaches for delivering affordable housing. An over

reliance on the for-profit private sector has lead to underin

vestment in communities which produce less profit-and to 

state subsidies to developers and landlords, simply to maintain 

some sense of a social fabric. Today, our housing policy bears 

a marked resemblance to our healthcare policy: an expensive 

band-aid over a gaping hole, left by the absence of a public 

sector alternative. 

The international community has increasingly recognized 

that private-only housing models adopted in the 1970s and 1980s 

have failed. The recently-elected government in New Zealand has 

committed to restart the construction of state housing,43 the 

Scottish Government resumed construction of state housing 

after 2011,44 and the Labour Party under Jeremy Corbyn 

has promised to build 100,000 social houses every year if it 

wins the next election.45 The centre-right Irish government 

faces mounting criticism from progressive opposition par

ties for not going further in spending on direct construction 

of municipal housing.46 

The United States is almost alone in the fierce 

resistance of the overwhelming majority of both its major 

parties to the involvement of federal and local government 

in the direct provision of affordable housing. We present 

below a review of several models from developed countries 

which may prove informative and helpful to campaigners 

and policymakers wishing to challenge the political consensus

one built on false premises-and to advocate for the 

development of sustainable, affordable, high-quality housing 

for all Americans. 



WE HAVE BROADLY SOUGHT TO EXAMINE MODELS WHICH ADDRESS 

the flaws and issues with existing housing policy in the United States. 

To that end, we have selected three jurisdictions whose municipal 

housing policies have been designed to cater to people of various 

income levels, rather than just serving the "deserving poor": Vienna, 

Finland and Sweden. 

The purpose of this section is to establish that municipal 

housing does not need to be plagued by inefficiency, deterioration, 

segregation or poor planning. Throughout the world there are ex

amples of all these things evident in both the public and private 

sectors. It is of course incumbent upon politicians to learn lessons 

not just from the United States' own past, but from challenges and 

failures of other nations too; thus, the section on Sweden will dis

cuss some problems which should be kept in mind while developing 

a 21st century housing policy. 

To this date, the United States has failed to learn from the 

successes that many countries have experienced in providing afford

able, integrated, and well-maintained municipal housing. It is time 

that changed. 

VIENNA "Living Sid by Sid£>' 

The success of municipal housing when pursued as a policy goal with 

the necessary political will can be clearly seen in Austria's capital 

city, where 3 in 5 residents live in houses owned, built or managed 

by the municipal government. 

Austria is a federal republic, and for the last hundred years 

the Viennese state government has always been led or controlled 

by the Social Democratic Party, apart from the fascist period from 

1934-45. After the !=irst World War, when the party first took pow-



er, housing became their first priority and they began establishing 

massive publicly-owned housing complexes called Gemeindebauten

or "municipality buildings." The planners of what became known as 

"Red Vienna" started from nothing-and built high quality housing 

developments which are o�en still in use today. 

By 1934, one in ten residents of Vienna lived in public

ly-owned housing. The next eleven years, which saw a fascist coup, 

the annexation of Austria by 1--litler, and the devastation of Second 

World War, took a massive toll on the city. Despite all this, however, 

when democracy was restored the new state government immedi

ately got back to work on rebuilding social housing infrastructure. 

Unlike the United States, Austria has never treated municipal 

housing as an option of last resort or a welfare program exclusively 

for the poor. No less than 80% of the country's population is eligible 

to receive social housing by their income.47 In Vienna, this thresh

old is about twice the average annual income.48 Welfare recipients , 

politicians and sports stars live side by side in projects like Alt-�rlaa, 

which houses approximately 10,000 residents in a visually impres

sive and spacious community. The municipal government invests in 

upgrading older properties and in new developments such as SMART 

flats which have sliding partition walls, allowing residents to change 

the layout of their home in order to give them a unique character.49

In addition to municipal housing, Vienna funds large non-prof

it housing cooperatives that house almost as many individuals as 

directly state-owned properties, all under strict conditions set by 

the government. Consequently, the per-capita living space for Vien

na residents rose from 22m2 to 38m2 between 1961 and 2011. 

Unlike public housing in the United States, subsidized rents in 

Vienna are based on the cost of the property and its maintenance. 

This has ensured a much higher quality of life in publicly-owned 

housing than exists in the United States, and indeed in much of �u

rope. The following table shows the various components of rent in 

a typical Viennese housing project as calculated by CECODI-IAS, the 

�uropean Social Housing Observatory. 



€/M2/ 10NTH €/HOME/MONTH DETAILS 

Construction, land, interest 

payments on loans 

5.13 394.9 /-, //. lu )_ v,o /m1,nl/1 dfl I 

ftJ nc 11 >/11re. 

Maintenance and repairs 0.30 23.1 l ,1tlll/V tr, Xlfl 11n1· tnr 

Provision for vacancies 0.11 8.4 ..:"o 01 c O t / .nt m..,f,tlPII 1J ,, 

Cost of management 0.22 17.3 s1c101torv 1111(11-r Iii/lit 

Utilities 1.50 115.5 A I/ 1/ 'l ( 

Value Added Tax 0.73 55.9 O"u 01 1r 1111J fu, 

Total 7.99 815 

Source: CfCODI-IAS, July 2013. 

The rents are linked to costs over the course of an approximately 

35-year maturity period, after which this component falls to a stat

utory limit. Other components such as utilities, maintenance and

repairs increase over time. The rents remain extremely reasonable

compared to other major �uropean capital cities, but the small

number of residents who are unable to afford rents are covered by

the welfare state (though it should be noted that austerity measures

adopted after the financial crisis have caused difficulties in meeting

costs for some welfare recipients).50 

Initial financing for social housing development is primarily ac

complished through a combination of public and subsidized private 

loans: public loans with interest rates between o and 2 percent cov

er an average of 35% of construction and land costs, and bank loans 

(subsidized through tax incentives so as to ensure interest rates that 

are 50 basis points lower than ordinary loans) cover an average of 

43% of the costs. Much of the remainder is financed through "tenant 

equity", a quasi-loan by the prospective tenant. If they cannot afford 

this contribution a public zero-interest loan is provided to them by 

the provincial government.51 

The Viennese model is attractive insofar as it prevents long

term deterioration of the social housing stock. The upkeep of homes 

is financed by their residents, who receive social assistance from the 

welfare state where necessary. 
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Vienna implements rent controls on many houses, but even 

those which are exempt from rent controls end up finding that the 

mass intervention of the state in the supply of housing sets effective 

caps on market rents, creating a more affordable rental market for 

everybody, whether renting privately or from the municipal housing 

system. The Viennese model interacts with the private rental market 

in a way that functions similarly to American proposals for a robust 

"public option" in the healthcare market-an initiative supported not 

just by the most progressive elements in the Democratic Party but 

by the vast majority of centrist and centre-left politicians. 

FINLAND "Diversity of Dw lie, s" 

The Finnish housing system is remarkable for its success in combat

ing a recent international trend of increasing homelessness. In 2008, 

the l=innish government officially adopted a model known as "I-lous

ing First", which focuses on the provision of permanent supportive 

housing to long-term homeless individuals. This model has gained 

some international attention for its considerable success in pushing 

down the rate of long-term homelessness. 

f-lousing l=irst works by targeting homeless groups with spe

cific needs and providing unconditional housing support to them

much like smaller-scale initiatives undertaken by the Bush and 

Obama administrations (primarily targeted at those with disabilities). 

Those programs have seen some success,52 though falling well short 

of the progress needed to meet Obama's commitment to end home

lessness within ten years.53 

What is important to note, however-and what has been 

ignored by some of the international advocates of this model-is 

that this program works in tandem with other measures that sup

port those who are not adequately served by existing social housing 

structures. Before Housing l=irst, the number of homeless people in 

Finland had already fallen to 8,000 people in 2007 from over 18,000 



in 1987, when the country first began collecting statistics. Since then, 

that number has fallen to below 7,000 under the new I-lousing i=irst 

program.54 (It is worth noting that !=inland uses a considerably broad

er definition of homelessness than the United States; these figures 

are not comparable on a cross-national basis.) 

i=inland's first postwar housing program established ARAYA, 

the National I-lousing Production Board. The board provided low-in

terest government loans for the construction of housing "for all 

!=inns, not for low-income housing specifically."55 Now called ARA, it 

primarily finances the construction of municipally-owned and non

profit housing through loans, guarantees and interest subsidies while 

also providing grants for upgrading the energy efficiency of older 

properties.5
6 

!=inland has not been immune to the global intrusion of 

means-testing into universalist welfare states, and there are some 

concerning developments; though 73% of the population fall be

neath the income requirements to obtain social housing, concen

trated housing for the very poor has been introduced in some de

velopments since the 1960s.57 Nevertheless, the situation remains 

markedly superior to the United States and United Kingdom models, 

which are associated with the most extreme form of means-testing 

and concentrated poverty. 

A 2013 CECODHAS study examined a typical ARA-funded 

property built by a municipally-owned holding company. Like all 

43,000 dwellings owned by the I-lousing Company of the city of 

1-lelsinki, the property is built upon land owned by the municipality 

and leased to the holding company. ARA fixes nominal prices for 

social housing land at 60% of the market price in the area, and a 

yearly ground rent is charged to the I-lousing Company at 4% of that 

value. This subsidized access to public land is crucial to the viability 

of such projects, as are the subsidized loans from ARA, which has 

increased interest subsidies to enable cheaper borrowing by munici

palities. !=or the property in the CECODHAS study, an ARA-subsidized 

bank loan comprised 95% of the funding, while a loan from the City 

of 1-lelsinki made up the final 5%. 
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Like in Austria, rents are charged based on costs-divided 

relatively evenly between a "capital rent" and a "service rent". The 

former is used to pay off interest on the property's loans, and to 

amortize the old loan stock. The latter covers the cost of mainte

nance, management and renovations. Unlike Austria, however, prop

erties built with public assistance can after 45 years be sold or let at 

market rates.58 

One positive form of targeting in !=inland has been the in

creased recognition that housing policy must accommodate groups 

with diverse needs. Grants are provided by ARA to create housing 

specifically oriented towards groups such as the long-term home

less, refugees, students, people with mental health or substance 

abuse problems, disabled people, people suffering from memory 

illnesses and old people in poor physical condition-with subsidies 

between 10 and 50% of the cost of development depending on the 

number of accommodations required.59 

There is an important distinction between targeting housing 

at people because they are poor, and targeting housing at people 

because they need reasonable accommodations. The way to ensure 

people are not in poverty is to create a welfare state which elim

inates poverty, and the way to ensure everyone has housing ade

quate to their needs is to build lots of houses, and tailor a portion 

of those houses to accommodate people who have specific needs. 

i=inland's f--jousing i=irst and accommodative housing programs are 

the right kind of targeted social housing development, and this can 

be seen in the country's success in relentlessly pushing down the 

rate of homelessness. 

FIGURE 2 OM NEXT PAGE ► 



FIGURE 2 
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Source, /-lousing /:incmce and Development Centre of hnland 

Rent per square meter per month in Helsinki averaged €10.55 during 

2013.60 This is higher than in Austria, but the same figure for Man

hattan in 2016 was about $60, and for Washington, D.C. about $29.61 

The !=innish housing development model-focused on providing 

housing rather than subsidising for-profit developers-has ensured 

greater levels of affordability and lower levels of homelessness than 

in countries whose housing models are reliant upon the free market 

and rental subsidies. 



SWEDEN ''.4 Million 1-/omes" 

In the early 1960s, Sweden faced a severe housing shortage caused 

by an increase in incomes, migration from rural areas to cities, and 

the post-war generation reaching adulthood and requiring their own 

accommodation.62 Unwilling to tell young baby boomers they should 

simply live with their parents for the next decade, in 1965 the Social 

Democratic government embarked on a strikingly ambitious project 

to build one million homes over the course of ten years, demolishing 

400,000 units of inferior or damaged housing stock in the process.63 

The scale of the challenge embarked on becomes apparent when 

one considers that "the total Swedish housing stock at the time was 

barely three million dwellings."64 

To place that in context, the estimated total U.S. housing 

stock in late 2007 was 129.3 million homes-ten years later, it has 

risen to 136.7 million. In order to match the net increase in housing 

stock during the Million Momes Program of 600,000 (or 20%), the 

U.S. would have had to build an additional 18.5 million homes over 

the decade. 

The scale of this accomplishment cannot be overstated: 

these were not luxury condominiums and tvlctvlansions built for the 

wealthy, they were municipal homes designed allmannytta-"for 

the benefit of everyone," not just the very poorest-and the rents 

charged in such housing became the norm for rent levels across the 

entire economy.65 �ven though it did not rely on the luxury tvlctvlan

sions and condominiums which created immense gains for property 

developers in the U.S. housing boom, the Million 1-fomes Program 

still outperformed that boom in net per-capita housing construction 

by a considerable margin. 

The actors who took on most of the responsibility for build

ing the houses were housing authorities owned by cities, as well as 

housing cooperatives, such as the Riksbyggen cooperative estab

lished by construction workers' unions in 1940. The central govern-
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ment ensured that sufficient credit, capital and labour was available 

to those who were building the homes, even ordering the central bank 

to free up more credit for housing construction in 1967 after a drop in 

pace in 1966.66 Throughout the late 1960s, demand continued to fill 

new houses with new households, and many families moved from "old, 

deficient and crowded accommodation" into much better-quality flats. 

Sweden's experience isn't exclusively positive. The Million 

1-lomes Program addressed an issue of undersupply and unaffordability 

in the Swedish housing market, but it also ended up creating an over

supply of multi-family accommodation which caused many of the newly 

completed flats after 1970 to remain empty for prolonged periods.67 
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T he drastic reduction in the demand for new housing combined with 

complaints that the surroundings of many of the housing units were 

"monotonous" and that some homes had technical defects.69 Public

transport links were not always integrated into the projects, and in 

some cases rail connections for large populations were not delivered 

for years afterwards-in the case of Tensta in Stockholm, the first 

tenants moved in during 1967 while the Blue Line orbital route did not 

open until 1975.70 Tensta, along with neighboring f-lusby and Rinkeby,

became a centre of concentrated poverty among minority communi

ties and was home to rioting in 2013. 

Of course, one cannot dismiss the entire project due to these 

issues. The Million f-lomes Program rapidly rebuilt a third of Sweden's 

entire housing stock, and any program of that scope is bound to 

have some unforeseen consequences. Nevertheless, it is important 

to learn lessons from what went wrong; it appears, for example, that 

there may have been too many homes built and too little spending on 

public transport, amenities, and urban beautification. 

Such problems are not, as some suggest, inherent in or exclu

sive to the state funding of housing. Indeed, a review published in 

Planning Perspectives compared housing from the 1960s and 1970s 

in Sweden to housing in Berlin, Madrid, Rome, Paris, Riga, Budapest, 

Bratislava and the United Kingdom; it concluded that "in Sweden, 

the technical quality of the construction is higher, the flats are better 

planned and equipped, greater interest is devoted to the external 

environment and public and private services are better developed."71 

The lesson which should be drawn from the Million f-lomes 

Program is that state financing of municipal housing can eliminate a 

major housing shortage over a short period of time. Sweden still has 

a housing surplus in most cities, except for Stockholm where a short

age developed in 2011.72 Policymakers would be wise to study the al

locative and infrastructural issues that caused oversupply, concentrat

ed poverty and segregation in some Swedish developments-but the 

Swedish example still represents an efficient, ambitious and quantita

tively successful example of mass construction of municipal housing. 



If we are to take the housing crisis in the United States seriously, 

after reviewing international models, we see only one conclusion-lo

cal governments, supported by the federal government, must build a 

very large amount of affordable, mixed income, publicly-owned hous

ing, initially by developing existing publicly-owned land. Our policy 

proposal, outlined below, highlights specific targets, principles, and 

areas of concern. 

1. Building I-louses

WE BELIEVE THAT A TARGET OF TEN MILLION MUNICIPAL HOMES IN TEN 

years could be delivered with sufficient political will. This should be 

funded through a variety of federal policy instruments in addition to 

local resources. The most important of these would be the provision 

of low-interest loans and partial capital grants to municipal housing 

authorities, utilizing the government's borrowing and taxation powers 

to close the gap between affordability and costs in the short run. In 

the long run, "solidarity rents" on wealthier tenants would ensure mu

nicipal housing developments are self-sustaining or even profitable. 

T he form of the federal programs would be as follows. J=irst

ly, the federal government would borrow funds at existing Treasury 

yields and loan those funds out as required to municipal housing 

authorities at that rate plus a single basis point. This would provide 

much-needed capitalization for local housing developments without 

costing the federal government anything, assuming the loans are 

repaid. 

Secondly, the federal government would provide capital 

grants to municipalities who construct mixed-income housing devel

opments. The capital grants would be equal in value to whatever a 

private sector developer would receive from the Low-Income Hous

ing Tax Credit (LIi-iTC) program for a similar development. Put simply: 



the inequality between public sector and private sector access to 

federal capital subsidies for housing construction would be elimi

nated. The f=aircloth Amendment73 capping the number of units for 

which local public housing authorities can receive federal subsidies 

should be immediately repealed. 

Thirdly, additional capital grants should be allocated for de

veloping accessible and supportive housing for groups with specific 

needs. These groups include the formerly homeless, people suffer

ing from drug addiction, refugees, those with disabilities, and elderly 

people with mobility issues. 

The local administration should be responsible for providing 

adequate sites for municipal housing developments and ensuring a 

streamlined planning process. f=ixed rents for public land should be 

set to ensure that land is not severely misused, but these charges on 

housing authorities should be limited to incentivize municipal hous

ing development. 

We support the use of the vast quantities of existing public 

land for municipal housing-and where such sites are unavailable, 

unusable, or exhausted, we also support the requisitioning of aban

doned properties and vacant sites for development (a 2000 survey 

found huge quantities of such land in most cities74). Additionally, 

public land trusts could be established to identify new potential 

sites where they come up for sale, and to be responsible for main

taining a supply of viable sites for municipal housing construction. 

The scale of the proposed program is moderate compared to 

major municipal housing initiatives in other countries, reflecting the 

fact that schemes like the Million f..jomes Program (which constitut

ed an increase of 20% over the pre-existing housing stock, as against 

7.3% in this proposal) were carried out in countries which already 

had a substantial public-sector housing delivery infrastructure. We 

see no reason why this target could not be revised upwards after a 

few years if policymakers decide it is insufficient. We do not antici

pate any risk of the United States experiencing a housing oversupply 

at this juncture. 



2. Ensuring t=airness

THERE SHOULD BE CONDITIONS PLACED UPON THESE INCENTIVES 

to guarantee that federal money is spent effectively, to prevent 

discrimination, and to maintain standards and income profiles for 

housing, thus ensuring quality service provision into the future. 

We would urge that the federal government resist the temp

tation to delegate responsibility for this to states by means of block 

granting-many states with large minority populations in urban areas 

are already responsible for de-facto discriminatory policies with re

gards to voting, welfare, and Medicaid. Instead, the federal govern

ment should partner directly with municipal governments who have 

a need for additional affordable housing in their communities: the 

administrations in Jackson and Houston are more likely to be willing 

partners than state governments in Mississippi and Texas. 

Mass incarceration has had a grossly disproportionate impact 

on low-income households and communities of color,75 and existing 

policies by many public housing authorities barring those with ar

rest records or convictions (and often their families) from accessing 

affordable or subsidized housing should be repealed or drastically 

reformed.76 Providing stable supportive housing for individuals who 

have been released from prison and treatment facilities will, in the 

long term, do more to address anxieties about criminality and drug 

abuse in public housing than the present failed strategy, which con

demns such people to a cycle of homeless shelters and imprison

ment. 

Inaccessibility for disabled people has serious impacts on 

their quality of life, and authorities should seek to go beyond the 

requirements in the ADA to ensure that there is no implicit discrim

ination in their developments. Direct capital grants should be given 

out to assist in providing accessible units, and permanent supportive 

housing should be given to those who suffer from substance abuse 

issues-along the lines of the !=innish model.77 

I-lousing developments should be mixed-income, adequately

served by public transport, and have easy access to amenities and 

shops. They should comply with strong regulations to prevent racial 



segregation-including regulations that prevent disparate impacts 

through reviews. Such reviews are provided for in the Affirmatively 

Furthering Fair Housing guidelines recently delayed by the Carson 

HUD department.78 The presence of some market-rate tenants in 

developments can help to ensure quality services and incentivize 

better-quality housing units and surroundings, as this will increase 

the potential revenues from each development. 

The federal government should not permit its funds for mu

nicipal housing to be used for any development which displaces 

tenants or otherwise reduces the amount of low-income housing 

available on that site. The aim must be to increase the housing stock, 

not to socially cleanse areas which local governments consider a 

llproblem."79 

It is likely that this program will employ and train a large 

number of people in the variety of occupations needed to expand 

housing construction at this scale. One major benefit of an ongoing 

government investment in municipal housing is an increase in job se

curity for people involved in municipal housing construction-while 

the supply of housing being built may vary somewhat over time, it 

need not do so to the same extent that any individual private devel

oper's workload fluctuates. 

Working positively with labor unions to ensure a sustainable, 

productive and mutually beneficial settlement on increasing the size 

of the public service is very desirable. A nationwide collective bar

gaining agreement which regulates training, pay, and working con

ditions for those involved in publicly-funded housing developments 

would play an important role in ensuring the process runs smoothly 

and effectively while avoiding exploitative conditions for the workers 

involved in delivering affordable housing. Progressive policies should 

be delivered in a progressive way. 



3. Local Initiatives

LOCA L GOVERNMENT COULD IMMEDIATELY BEGIN FUNDING PROJECTS 

of this type before federal assistance becomes available. We under

stand that our target of ten million municipal homes over ten years 

will not materialize without considerably more support than that 

which can be offered by cities alone, but the municipal bond mar

kets offer a way to immediately begin investing in new housing with

out subsidizing developers. (See the Appendix for a more in-depth 

discussion of the potential options for self-funding housing projects.) 

The capacity of local governments to press ahead with such 

initiatives in the absence of federal assistance depends on spe-

cific conditions, such as their own land endowments, the cost of 

construction, the interest rates on municipal bonds, and their own 

willingness to provide shallow subsidies to the initiative to improve 

its viability where necessary. Though there may be circumstances 

where municipal housing is comparatively suboptimal, as federal in

centives are stacked against them, there are almost certainly a large 

number of cases where municipal housing would be a beneficial in

vestment even without federal incentives. Local governments strug

gling with profit-gouging developers should analyze the situation and 

consider the viability of doing it themselves-obtaining a sustainable 

asset and putting developers on notice that the administration will 

consider cutting them out in the future. 

This is a long-term reward: a local administration which can 

build its own housing can never be held hostage by developers ex

pecting an unreasonable profit margin again. �ven if local authorities 

do not wish to end their public-private housing partnership schemes 

at this minute, developing a publicly owned alternative affords them 

greater autonomy and bargaining power in future procurement 

decisions; and it does not require them to release large amounts of 

public land which they cannot easily recover. 

Local administrations might also seek investments from 'an

chor institutions' such as schools, universities, and hospitals which 

are largely geographically fixed in the area,80 on the understanding 

that helping to provide lower housing costs will have a positive 



impact on both the reputation of those institutions and the cost of 

living for their locally-based employees. Some of these institutions 

already own underutilized land and capital endowments which could 

enable substantial housing developments at a limited cost to the 

local government. 

4. Covering Costs

ASSUMING AN AVERAGE COST PER UNIT OF BETWEEN $150,000-

$220,000, the government could finance and build ten million hous

es directly in a revenue-neutral fashion-simply by repealing the 

Republican tax plan.81 

T his is not our proposal; and we acknowledge that the final 

cost per unit will depend on a range of factors, and indeed may 

be higher than that range in some cases. What it highlights is the 

scale of funding available to federal policymakers if they adopted a 

serious political commitment to housing-indeed, our proposal for 

ten million houses costs a mere fraction of the giveaway to wealthy 

donors by Paul Ryan and the Trump administration. 

Since tenants in these houses will pay rent that covers on

going expenses, and since much of the construction costs will be 

returned through loan repayments, the long-term cost to the federal 

government will be far lower than the cost of building all the houses 

itself-and the continuing annual costs will only run as high as the 

amount of new loans or grants it decides to issue that year. Loans

whether subsidized or profitable-do not cost as much as grants, and 

issuing grants worth 10% or even 50% of construction costs is still 

less expensive than paying for the full total. 

If we assume a capital cost per unit of $300,000 and that the 

federal government absorbs 20% of this capital cost in losses (an im

mensely pessimistic estimate), ten million houses could be financed 

through less than half the revenue which would be raised simply by 

restoring the corporate tax rate to its pre-TCJA level.82 

Rents should be set such that a parcel of housing units is able 

to finance its operating costs, maintenance costs, and capital costs 



after subsidies. In some cases, especially where it is difficult to make 

housing affordable otherwise, primarily market-rate developments 

may be used to cross-subsidize mixed-income developments, but in

ter-development subsidization should be strictly limited in its scope; 

federal authorities could set regional caps between 0-20% of long 

term operating and capital costs which can be covered through prof

its from other developments in each city depending on construction 

costs and market rents. l:::xamples of self-financing rental models can 

be seen in the Appendix. 

Investing in large-scale municipal housing developments will 

have long-term benefits to the public purse-once loans are paid off 

in a few decades, tenant rents that once merely covered costs will 

instead begin delivering substantial organic profits to the municipal 

housing authorities which own the houses, a dividend which could 

be shared between the existing tenants in the form of lower rents, 

and the city in the form of an additional funding source for the next 

generation's housing developments. 

Crucially, we do understand that this is not a simple task. 

Atrophied public sector housing institutions will take time to rebuild 

capacity and efficiency, and there is no need to immediately elimi

nate existing policies while this process takes place. LtHTC, section 8 

vouchers, and other rental subsidies may be necessary in the imme

diate future, but as noted in Section 1 we caution against over-re

liance on their use-they only further deepen the dependence of 

government upon private developers, and the dependence of pri

vate developers upon ever-increasing subsidies. 

l--lowever, it is our contention that once the public sector has 

rebuilt its housing delivery infrastructure, learning from a hundred 

years of lessons and practices at home and abroad, the benefits to 

the public could be immense: a country where high quality afford

able housing is a right available to everyone, not a privilege of the 

wealthy few. 

Building ten million homes in ten years wouldn't get us all the 

way there-but it'd be a damn good start. 



APPENDIX 

SELF-FINANCING 

RENTAL MODELS 



THE FOLLOWING SECTION EXAMINES DIFFERENT SCENARIOS FOR AM 

entirely theoretical housing development of 500 units. These units 

are cost-neutral under the finance scheme at a mean rent of $1,000 

per month (or $500,000 for the entire development). We will as

sume that market rents are constant at $1,300 in all cases. 

The area median income (AMI) is $70,000, meaning the 

monthly affordable rent thresholds (30% of monthly income) for 

various income categories are as follows: 
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The following diagrams represents alternative self-financing models 

for the development. !=or a municipal housing development to be 

self-financing, the green area (rents collected in excess of costs, or 

"profits") must be the same size or larger than the red area (costs 

in excess of rents collected, or "losses"). The blue areas show rents 

paid up to the cost level for each tenant, and the brown areas show 

profitable rents which have been foregone. 
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All 500 tenants pay market rents

FIGURE 1 (above) shows a profit-maximising use of the development 

by the state. In this circumstance, the units are rented out at market 

prices and the profits are put back into the municipal housing au

thority. These properties are not affordable (at the 30% of monthly 

income standard) to many people below 80% AMI in the absence of 

other rental subsidies, but serve a social benefit insofar as they will 

introduce a supply-side constraint on overpriced rental housing in 

the private sector, in addition to the potential for using the profits to 

construct additional affordable housing elsewhere. 
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All 500 tenants pay cost rants 

FIGURE 2 shows a Vienna-style cost rent system. In this case, 100% of 

the tenants pay cost rents of $1,000-in this area affordable at 60% 



AMI, but nobody is subsidized further than that through the rental 

system. The properties do not make any long-term profit (short

term profits may finance provisions for vacancies, maintenance and 

repairs over time). In the United States at present, this model may 

present access difficulties for those on very low incomes in some 

cities, as rental assistance programs are not universal entitlements. 
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250 tenants pay cro11-1ubaldlzed rents 250 tenants pay market rents

FIGURE 3 (above) shows a 50/50 cross-subsidisation. In this case, 

250 market-rate tenants paying $1,300 subsidize 250 tenants paying 

$700, affordable at 40% AMI. 1--lowever, this is a simple cross-subsi

dization model which has a rather steep drop-off between the two 

income categories. Though it is possible to use numerous develop

ments to serve each particular set of housing needs, it is also pos

sible to construct a more complex cross-subsidization model which 

performs the same role in a single development, as seen below. 
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FIGURE 4 (above) shows a cross-subsidization model which serves 

a variety of low- to middle-income households. 1/6 of houses pay 

$500 a month, affordable to ELI households in this area. Another 

sixth of households pay $700 a month, affordable to households at 

40% AMI. A sixth of households pay cost rents of $1,000 a month, 

affordable at 60% AMI; a sixth of households pay limited-profit rents 

of $1,200 a month, affordable at 70% AMI; and the final third of units 

pay market rents. 

It is slightly more difficult to see on the graph here, but the 

profits on the wealthiest half of tenants are equal to the losses on 

the poorest third of tenants, making the development cost-neutral 

overall. 

In the case of private developers, cost neutrality is largely 

meaningless. Developers almost always have many potential oppor

tunities they consider, and an affordable housing project is almost 

always considered alongside other potential profitable develop

ments. This means that the average rent threshold is not set at a 

self- financing level, but at a percentage above this level (in FIGURE

5, below, we assume it is 20%), which as you will see has a severe 

impact on the affordability of the housing made available. 
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The most notable thing here is that due to the profit requirement, 

LIHTC subsidies can be required in order to incentivise the con

struction of houses in which no tenants are causing the developer 

to make a loss. Their problem is not that they are unprofitable, but 

that they are not profitable enough to be worth housing without the 

state further subsidizing the developer's profit margins. In exchange 

for the state's investment, 200 housing units are rented out at a 

small profit while the other 300 are rented at market rates. None of 

the profits go to the state for further developments. 
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FIGURE 6 (above) shows the exact same development, with the exact 

same tenants paying the exact same rents, except this time the 



property is held in public ownership. Instead of the state making a 

long-term loss on the property through subsidies, the 500 tenants 

make them an average $200 profit each per month. That's $1.2 million 

in profits for the local government every year. 

Of course, this is not an exhaustive list of potential rental 

models for publicly-owned housing, but it is intended to demonstrate 

the manifest case for reducing our dependence on profit-oriented 

actors for generating affordable housing. Whether the state chooses 

to spend the developer's profit wedge on cross-subsidization, spends 

it on new housing developments, or whether it chooses to eliminate 

it entirely by charging Vienna-style cost rents, additional social bene

fits will come to be enjoyed by low- and middle-income members of 

the public rather than capital owners in the real estate sector. 

As discussed in Part 11, in some cities it may not be the case 

that all developments are fully self-financing, as the diagrams here 

are-and a proportion of costs (we suggest almost never more than 

20%) could be covered out of revenues from connected profitable 

developments elsewhere. This should not be an ordinary occurrence 

under a national housing program as it has an inimical impact on both 

the mixed-income and self-financing principles behind such housing 

schemes, but in certain areas (especially without the introduction of 

federal incentives) it might be the case that building profitable hous

es on high-value land allows for the construction of deeply affordable 

housing which is sorely needed elsewhere. 
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